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·1· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· With that said, this

·2· ·meeting of the Senate Redistricting Committee

·3· ·will be called to order.

·4· · · · · · Will the clerk please take the roll.

·5· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Plummer.

·6· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Here.

·7· · · ·THE CLERK:· Leader McConchie.· Senator

·8· ·McClure.· Senator Barickman.· Senator Murphy.

·9· · · ·SENATOR MURPHY:· Here.

10· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Jones.

11· · · ·SENATOR JONES:· Senator Jones is here.

12· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Hunter.

13· · · ·SENATOR HUNTER:· Here.

14· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Cunningham.· Senator

15· ·Castro.

16· · · ·SENATOR CASTRO:· Here.

17· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Bennett.

18· · · ·SENATOR BENNETT:· Here.

19· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Sims.

20· · · ·SENATOR SIMS:· Here.

21· · · ·THE CLERK:· Senator Aquino.

22· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Here.

23· · · · · · There being a quorum present, the

24· ·following entities are seeking leave to
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·1· ·photograph and videotape of proceedings,

·2· ·BlueRoomStream.

·3· · · · · · Is there leave?· Leave being granted.

·4· ·Senator Sims for a motion.

·5· · · ·VICE-CHAIR SIMS:· Mr. Chairman, I move that

·6· ·the proceedings -- today's proceedings be

·7· ·transcribed so that we have an official court

·8· ·record for the record.

·9· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Senator Sims moves to allow

10· ·a court reporter to transcribe the hearing.· Is

11· ·there leave?· Leaving been granted.· The court

12· ·reporter will be allowed to transcribe the

13· ·hearing.

14· · · · · · This evening we have a few folks who

15· ·are going to be providing testimony towards the

16· ·maps.· I have the following folks -- and

17· ·certainly if there is other folks after these

18· ·folks speak, you can certainly use the "raise

19· ·your hand" function on the Zoom to indicate that

20· ·you would like to speak.

21· · · · · · But, first, I have Pastor Marvin

22· ·Hightower.· After that, I have a Mr. Froylan

23· ·Jimenez, a Mr. Jihad Shoshara, and a Mr. Anthony

24· ·Parrino.
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·1· · · · · · So we will try to go in that order.

·2· ·Pastor, I see you on here.· If you can make sure

·3· ·to un-mute yourself, introduce yourself for the

·4· ·record, and also if you can indicate if your

·5· ·testimony is on behalf of yourself or for an

·6· ·organization.· Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. HIGHTOWER:· Thank you.

·8· · · · · · Good evening.· I'm Pastor Marvin

·9· ·Hightower of Liberty Church of Peoria.· And I

10· ·also serve as the president of the NAACP Peoria

11· ·branch.

12· · · · · · The vision of the NAACP is to ensure a

13· ·society in which all individuals have equal

14· ·rights and there is no racial hatred or racial

15· ·discrimination.· Thank you for this opportunity.

16· · · · · · Although there are some differences,

17· ·there are some similarities between Bloomington

18· ·and Peoria.· And from what I'm understanding,

19· ·the map will be adjoining Peoria and

20· ·Bloomington, possibly with the 46th District.

21· · · · · · So both of those cities, Peoria and

22· ·Bloomington, have universities which attracts

23· ·students from all over the world.· The female

24· ·population in both is about 51 percent, and the
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·1· ·male population in both is about 47 percent.

·2· ·And the median age between the two is 34.

·3· · · · · · As I mentioned earlier, there are some

·4· ·differences with greater disparity in Peoria.

·5· ·And in 2016, Wall Street 24/7 said that Peoria

·6· ·was the worst place for black people to live.

·7· ·Also, at that time -- about that time, the

·8· ·National Resource Network, which had done a

·9· ·two-year study on Peoria, said we are in crisis.

10· ·And the recent study based on 2019 data from the

11· ·FBI named Peoria the 15th deadliest city in the

12· ·country.

13· · · · · · Now, I grew up in the '70s on the south

14· ·side of Peoria.· And at that time homeownership

15· ·was prevalent and the houses were immaculately

16· ·kept as well as the yards.· But because of the

17· ·economic downturn in the '80s, home ownership

18· ·decreased drastically, which led to dilapidated

19· ·houses, which ended up being torn down and

20· ·leaving an abundance of vacant lots.

21· · · · · · The south side is a major feeder to our

22· ·largest school direct in which about 62 percent

23· ·of the students are black.· And our school

24· ·funding depends largely on property taxes
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·1· ·collected from the homeowners.· But if the lots

·2· ·are vacant, there's no taxes collected, which

·3· ·means possible underfunding of our schools.

·4· · · · · · And I believe that education is the

·5· ·21st Century currency and it is the sure way out

·6· ·of poverty.· But underfunding undercuts

·7· ·education, which, in turn, will leave many in

·8· ·poverty.

·9· · · · · · So all that to say this:

10· ·Representation matters and the redistricting map

11· ·must be equitable to achieve positive outcomes.

12· ·And equity, to me, means getting individuals the

13· ·resources they need to be successful.· And

14· ·that will be only been achieved through

15· ·representation that supports our interests

16· ·because, as I've started out, representation

17· ·matters.· Thank you.

18· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Thank you for your

19· ·testimony, Pastor Hightower.· I'm going to ask

20· ·the committee member to please indicate if you

21· ·want to speak or ask a question using the "raise

22· ·your right hand" function on the Zoom by

23· ·clicking on participant and clicking onto the

24· ·raise hand function.· Seeing no questions, no
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·1· ·raised hands --

·2· · · ·LEADER McCONCHIE:· Mr. Chairman, can I just

·3· ·make sure you got me in roll.· It was late

·4· ·trying to get on the new zoom.

·5· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Absolutely.

·6· · · · · · Clerk, please add Leader McConchie to

·7· ·the roll and also Senator Cunningham, please.

·8· · · · · · And with that Mr. Hightower -- excuse

·9· ·me, Pastor Hightower, thank you again for your

10· ·testimony this evening.· Thank you for your

11· ·patience as well.

12· · · · · · We'll be moving on to our next witness,

13· ·and that is Mr. Froylan Jimenez.· Mr. Jimenez,

14· ·just make sure you un-mute yourself, state your

15· ·name for the record, and then indicate if you

16· ·are -- if your testimony is on behalf of

17· ·yourself or any organization that you are

18· ·representing this evening.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· Yes.· Good evening, Chairman

20· ·Aquino.· My name is Froylan Jimenez.· I am a

21· ·Chicago Public Schools teacher.· I teach civics.

22· ·I am also an elected local school member at my

23· ·school, John Hancock High School.

24· · · · · · I would like to begin by thanking the
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·1· ·full committee, including the staffers who are

·2· ·putting in a lot of time.· I know it's been a

·3· ·long day for everyone.

·4· · · · · · The first thing that I would like to do

·5· ·is I would like to make an invitation to the

·6· ·Committee and to everybody that is listening, as

·7· ·I know this is a matter of public record, to

·8· ·check the website that has been -- the

·9· ·redistricting website, Illinois redistricting

10· ·website.

11· · · · · · And just a few seconds ago prior to

12· ·coming on, I checked that website.· I clicked

13· ·under the maps that were released on Friday.

14· ·And what I saw, Senators, was something that

15· ·looks like this:· A bunch of colors, a bunch of

16· ·shapes, but no real markers.

17· · · · · · As a matter of fact, this map is a map

18· ·of the United States.· At least it has the

19· ·capitols on there.

20· · · · · · What I mean to say by this is I'm focus

21· ·my testimony on one thing and one thing only,

22· ·although there many things that could be said

23· ·about this process.· The one thing I would like

24· ·to focus on is transparency.· And I will start
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·1· ·my testimony, what I have written, I have

·2· ·submitted before this Committee, momentarily.  I

·3· ·just would like to say that this process is

·4· ·still in development and there is still an

·5· ·ability for the members of this Committee to

·6· ·make some changes.· So it's not an over and done

·7· ·deal.

·8· · · · · · I would like to start my testimony by

·9· ·reading my written statements.

10· · · · · · Dear Members of the Redistricting

11· ·Committee, it is with great disappointment and

12· ·sadness that I appear to testify before you

13· ·today.· Though we all waited countless hours and

14· ·there has been technical difficulties, I waited

15· ·my time for my say.

16· · · · · · As a Chicago Public Schools teacher

17· ·that guides high school students about civics

18· ·education and the power of our government to do

19· ·the right thing, to say to you -- I would like

20· ·to say to you that you could have done better is

21· ·an understatement.· This Committee could have

22· ·done better, respectfully so.

23· · · · · · Civics -- our civics classes have been

24· ·following various topics and our students want
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·1· ·to believe that their elected officials, like

·2· ·yourselves, are transparent in the process of

·3· ·governing and actually make decisions that are

·4· ·based on public input.

·5· · · · · · Sadly, as I mentioned, many people in

·6· ·Illinois have discovered that you are not being

·7· ·fully transparent in this particular process and

·8· ·that the legislative maps that you put out last

·9· ·Friday, May 21st, don't have any markers, don't

10· ·have any street names or border indicators.

11· ·Essentially, you have released maps without

12· ·reference or guidance, which is actually the

13· ·whole purpose of maps.

14· · · · · · You have released an incomplete map.

15· ·Your committee has gone through the motions of

16· ·promising fairness, transparency, and pretending

17· ·to listen and be inclusive while your actions

18· ·demonstrate that you are secretive,

19· ·disingenuous, and holding back information from

20· ·the general public that trusts government.

21· · · · · · It is actions like this that contribute

22· ·to children growing up not having full faith in

23· ·the government.· It is actions like this that

24· ·make people in Illinois question whether the
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·1· ·important process of redistricting was rigged

·2· ·from the beginning.

·3· · · · · · As a Mexican-American, I certainly hope

·4· ·that organizations like MALDEF and others who

·5· ·monitor the legal process of local and state

·6· ·governments will file whatever paperwork

·7· ·necessary to let the public find out what are

·8· ·the true maps that you crafted with borders and

·9· ·with street indicators so that the public does

10· ·not have to guess.· Even if the process has

11· ·followed these guidelines before, we live in

12· ·times where change is necessary.

13· · · · · · And from your actions, it is clear you

14· ·have not changed one bit to give the public in

15· ·Illinois a comfort that they are being

16· ·transparent and these maps are fair.

17· · · · · · Lastly, I challenge and implore you to

18· ·release legislative maps that have street names,

19· ·that have markers, and border indicators, and

20· ·rerelease those to the general public so we have

21· ·an opportunity to make sense of this

22· ·redistricting process.

23· · · · · · Please do the right thing.· You have

24· ·time and you can still bring about honor to the
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·1· ·process.

·2· · · · · · Before concluding, as I know that my

·3· ·questions will not be answered because this

·4· ·process is not interactive, I would like to ask

·5· ·any public service -- any public servant on this

·6· ·committee to please ask these questions for the

·7· ·record of the Chairman or anybody involved in

·8· ·the process.

·9· · · · · · Number one, what are the street borders

10· ·of each district?

11· · · · · · Number two, what are the demographics

12· ·that are included in the way that these maps

13· ·were composed?

14· · · · · · Number three, how many Latino districts

15· ·are there in these maps?· How many

16· ·African-American districts are included in these

17· ·maps?· How many Arab districts are included in

18· ·these maps?· How many minority districts are

19· ·included in these maps?

20· · · · · · I think these questions are what many

21· ·people throughout Chicago and throughout

22· ·Illinois are asking themselves.· And we don't we

23· ·do not have answers.

24· · · · · · Lastly, will members of this Committee
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·1· ·release maps that have markers and that have

·2· ·street locations and that have borders that are

·3· ·easily identifiable so the people of Illinois

·4· ·have an opportunity to know where is their next

·5· ·district?· And when they release that

·6· ·information, will you hold hearings again so the

·7· ·public has an opportunity to make sure that they

·8· ·can give input now that all the information is

·9· ·released?

10· · · · · · As I mentioned to you before, just a

11· ·couple seconds before coming on, I checked the

12· ·website and checked to see if those maps had

13· ·specific information that would be helpful, and

14· ·it was still the same information that was

15· ·released on Friday.

16· · · · · · Again, I would like to ask any of the

17· ·members of this Committee that can possibly

18· ·help, that have a voice, to please ask these

19· ·questions on behalf of myself and many other

20· ·people that are asking themselves the same

21· ·questions.· I will wait for answers.

22· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Thank you for your

23· ·testimony, Mr. Jimenez.

24· · · · · · I just wanted to correct the record
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·1· ·really quickly.· In terms of your going onto our

·2· ·website, which we encourage everyone to do to

·3· ·check the proposed maps, there is a Google

·4· ·overlay that you can click onto to get those

·5· ·indicators of the locations of these proposed

·6· ·maps.· Again, this is a proposal.· However, if

·7· ·you click onto the Google overlay, you can see

·8· ·each district proposal there with streets and

·9· ·other indicating information of the areas.

10· · · · · · So I would encourage you with respect,

11· ·Mr. Jimenez, to go back onto the website, click

12· ·onto the portion of the Google overlay so that

13· ·you can certainly see that with -- it's on the

14· ·proposed legislative map button, and you'll be

15· ·able to see streets and the things that you

16· ·asked for in terms of the map.

17· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· Thank you very much.· I just

18· ·want to comment on that, Senator Aquino.  I

19· ·appreciate that there is a method for that and

20· ·that you answered one of my questions.

21· · · · · · I would encourage the people that have

22· ·access to that site to make some sort of note or

23· ·announcement so that people like myself that

24· ·don't have that knowledge, that they're well
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·1· ·aware that that has been a change.· I think it

·2· ·would be helpful to many people that have been

·3· ·visiting the site.

·4· · · · · · In addition, I would like to see if

·5· ·some of the other members could ask the

·6· ·questions about how many Latino districts and

·7· ·any other districts have been created so that we

·8· ·have full transparency as to how many those are

·9· ·and where they're at.

10· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· So I'll answer those

11· ·questions and then we'll go on to see if we have

12· ·members of the Committee that have questions.

13· · · · · · And so to answer those specific

14· ·questions in terms of the amount of

15· ·representation for African-American districts

16· ·and Latino districts and so forth, this is a

17· ·proposed map.· That isn't a final map.· And so

18· ·we do not have that information at this time.

19· · · · · · We are working through this.· This is

20· ·the purpose of this hearing and the other

21· ·hearings that we've had.· And even prior to

22· ·that, about over about 45 hearings that we had,

23· ·to, you know, make sure that we have this open

24· ·process to come to a final result soon.· Once we
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·1· ·have that, we certainly can -- will be sharing

·2· ·all those numbers of the minority/majority

·3· ·representation, including the African-American

·4· ·districts and the Latino districts and others.

·5· · · · · · But with that, I will ask to see --

·6· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· Actually, I did want --

·7· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Mr. Jimenez, I apologize.

·8· ·But we do have some Committee members that do

·9· ·want to ask testimony.

10· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· I'm not through with my

11· ·testimony, sir.· I'm not through with my

12· ·testimony.· I did not conclude my testimony.

13· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· If you can do that now that

14· ·would be great.

15· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· Thank you.· I appreciate the

16· ·time.

17· · · · · · Lastly, I would like to conclude my

18· ·testimony by encouraging some members of the

19· ·Committee to make a motion that once the

20· ·information that Chairman Aquino has referred to

21· ·and there is more detailed information about all

22· ·of the census data or all of the names,

23· ·everything else that is incomplete at the

24· ·moment, I would like somebody to make a motion
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·1· ·on behalf of the millions of Illinois citizens

·2· ·and residents that would like to have an

·3· ·opportunity to testify once the maps are

·4· ·complete.· It seems like, to me, this is the

·5· ·last hearing that the public will have in order

·6· ·to voice their opinions on maps that will be

·7· ·voted on that will affect us for the next ten

·8· ·years.

·9· · · · · · So it would seem incumbent and

10· ·reasonable to have an opportunity for the public

11· ·to have an opportunity to give their say once

12· ·the maps are complete.· And I would hope that

13· ·somebody would like to make that motion.· Thank

14· ·you for your time.· That concludes my testimony.

15· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Excellent.· So seeing some

16· ·hands, we're going to go to Senator Barickman.

17· ·You have a question.· Senator Barickman, you are

18· ·muted.

19· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20· · · · · · Mr. Chairman, I -- first to the

21· ·witness, Mr. Jimenez, I appreciate your

22· ·testimony here.

23· · · · · · Many of the questions that you've been

24· ·asking -- or the questions that you've asked
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·1· ·tonight are questions that several members of

·2· ·this Committee have been asking throughout this

·3· ·process.· Unfortunately, I think your questions

·4· ·will go unanswered, not by me, but by the people

·5· ·who have the control to answer them.

·6· · · · · · I agree with the spirit of your

·7· ·testimony.· And I would ask, Mr. Chairman, the

·8· ·list of questions -- you answered I believe one

·9· ·of the questions posed by the witness.· The

10· ·witness also asked whether the public will have

11· ·an opportunity -- you know, there is this recent

12· ·characterization of these maps as being in draft

13· ·form and that seemingly is providing a

14· ·narrative, some may call an excuse, as to why

15· ·now there can't be answers to, you know, the

16· ·number of minority districts and the number of

17· ·Hispanic districts.

18· · · · · · The question I guess I have is, is the

19· ·answer that that information won't be made

20· ·available until the maps are final because you

21· ·don't have that information or because you're

22· ·unwilling to release it at this time?

23· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Senator, I do not have that

24· ·information.
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·1· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· You don't know the number

·2· ·of the minority districts that were drawn in

·3· ·this -- in the map proposal that exists?

·4· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· I do not.

·5· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· Okay.· Are you willing to

·6· ·answer the other questions posed by the witness,

·7· ·including the important question of whether the

·8· ·public will be able to participate in a hearing

·9· ·once that information is available, which you

10· ·say will not happen until the maps are final?

11· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Well, as you know in the

12· ·legislative process, normally when we have a

13· ·piece of legislation, it goes to committee to

14· ·then get voted out of that committee.· This is

15· ·the Redistricting Committee, so I would imagine

16· ·that we would be coming back and those -- these

17· ·committees are public hearings.· And so

18· ·that's -- I would imagine that's what we're

19· ·going to see play out.

20· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· So we will have a public

21· ·hearing where the public can participate once

22· ·the maps are -- evidently, you're in the process

23· ·of amending them, evidently.· I mean, that's

24· ·what this is implying.
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·1· · · · · · So once you've completed you're

·2· ·amendments, there will be a hearing where the

·3· ·public will be able to participate?· How much

·4· ·notice will the public be given?

·5· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· So I -- we are continuously

·6· ·working on this map, as we said, that this is a

·7· ·proposed map.· This has been stated from the

·8· ·very beginning on our website.· That's what it

·9· ·indicates, that it's a proposed legislative map,

10· ·so it's not a final product.

11· · · · · · Obviously, we're taking in input in

12· ·these last couple days from -- since we released

13· ·the map.· And we're going to be taking -- you

14· ·know, taking that back to hopefully have

15· ·something more final soon.

16· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· I didn't hear, my apology

17· ·if you said it, maybe this is --

18· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Senator, if you're going

19· ·into the timeline, I would just say that I

20· ·can't -- I can't give you a timeline because I

21· ·can't project what's going to happen in the next

22· ·-- you know, in future.

23· · · · · · And so we are working as quickly as

24· ·possible to get a final product but still taking
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·1· ·in this input.

·2· · · ·SENATOR BARICKMAN:· Again, to the witness,

·3· ·Mr. Jimenez, I can only offer to you my

·4· ·apologies that I think your questions, though

·5· ·highly legitimate, will continue to go

·6· ·unanswered by the majority who, unfortunately,

·7· ·you know, seems to be putting these hearings

·8· ·together under the charade that they want public

·9· ·input, that they actually are unwilling to

10· ·listen to.

11· · · · · · So I apologize to you for that, but

12· ·thank you for your -- you know, your

13· ·participation here tonight.· Thank you,

14· ·Mr. Chairman.

15· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Senator Plummer for further

16· ·questions.

17· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Yes, thank you,

18· ·Mr. Chairman.

19· · · · · · So the witness -- and by the way, to

20· ·the witness, thank you for your very sincere and

21· ·very passionate testimony.· I couldn't agree

22· ·more with your commentary and the questions you

23· ·asked about borders, demographics, Latino

24· ·districts, Asian districts, Arab districts, all
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·1· ·these things.· We have asked countless times.

·2· ·And you see the quality of answers that we

·3· ·continue to receive.

·4· · · · · · I guess a question I would have

·5· ·respecting Chairman Aquino's point that the

·6· ·timeline apparently isn't finalized yet.· I know

·7· ·there is not a date.· But is there a period of

·8· ·time that you will commit to witnesses that if

·9· ·the date is three days from now or ten days from

10· ·now or whatever it is, that you will give a

11· ·period of time for the public to comment, the

12· ·public to participate between when that final

13· ·draft is introduced and when there is a vote?

14· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Senator Plummer, I believe

15· ·I've answered that question.· But, again, I do

16· ·not know.· I can't, you know, foretell the

17· ·future, so I do not know.

18· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Well, I'm not asking for

19· ·the date.· Again, I'm just asking for the --

20· ·will you commit, will the majority commit to a

21· ·window once that date is figured out?  I

22· ·understand you don't have a crystal ball there.

23· ·But is there a period of time -- witnesses for

24· ·the last several weeks have been asking for a
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·1· ·period of time between the introduction of the

·2· ·final map and the vote so the public can

·3· ·participate, so the public can have comment.

·4· · · · · · Are you willing to commit to a period

·5· ·of time between the introduction and between the

·6· ·final vote so the public can participate?

·7· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· I will return to my

·8· ·previous statement that I cannot foretell what

·9· ·the future says, and so I do not know.

10· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Okay.· So I heard you say

11· ·that you do not have some of the data that the

12· ·witness requested, you personally were not aware

13· ·of it.· I can't imagine the lines on this map

14· ·just fell out of nowhere.· I'm assuming

15· ·something had to go behind those lines.

16· · · · · · So is there someone on your staff that

17· ·would have that data that the witness is

18· ·requesting?· If you yourself do not have it,

19· ·someone must have it.· Someone I'm guessing you

20· ·know has the data and are you willing to release

21· ·that to the public and to the witnesses?

22· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Again, this is a draft map.

23· ·I do not have that information.· That

24· ·information is not public right now.· I don't
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·1· ·know -- I don't have that information.

·2· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· But you have all of the

·3· ·power in the world to make that information

·4· ·public, do you not?

·5· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· I appreciate that you

·6· ·believe that I have a lot more power than I do.

·7· ·I do not have that power because I do not have

·8· ·that information.· I don't know -- I don't have

·9· ·an answer to that because I don't have that

10· ·information.

11· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· You're the chairman of the

12· ·Redistricting Committee.· You're telling me and

13· ·you're telling the witnesses that you're the

14· ·chairman of the Committee and you have the

15· ·information, it's not public yet is what you

16· ·just said, and you're telling me you can't make

17· ·it public?

18· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· And I've said that I don't

19· ·have that information.· That is not information

20· ·that is privy to me.· And as Chairman, I'm doing

21· ·what my role as chairman doing, and that is

22· ·having this hearing here to have that public

23· ·input that we've had for the last several

24· ·months, and I have chaired every single
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·1· ·committee that we've had in the Senate.· And

·2· ·there was over about 20, I believe, hearings.

·3· ·We had an additional four this week after the

·4· ·proposed map was released last Friday.· And so

·5· ·that is my role, is to chair these committee

·6· ·hearings, to get that input from the public and

·7· ·make sure there is public engagement, which we

·8· ·hope to continue to have this evening.

·9· · · · · · And so that is what my role as chairman

10· ·is and that is what we're doing here today.

11· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· I appreciate that, Chairman

12· ·Aquino.

13· · · · · · This isn't really public engagement.

14· ·This is a dog-and-pony show.· The public is

15· ·here, the public is asking for the information.

16· ·You have the information, and it's not being

17· ·released.· But that's fine.

18· · · · · · It's like I said in the hearing just a

19· ·little while ago, I keep hearing people on your

20· ·side say that you're here to hear the witnesses.

21· ·Well, the witnesses are tired of you hearing

22· ·them.· They want you to listen to them.· Because

23· ·we are supposed to be responsive to the people

24· ·of the State of Illinois.
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·1· · · · · · I'm guessing when Mr. Jimenez teaches

·2· ·his 8th grade civics class, he teaches them that

·3· ·people like state representatives and state

·4· ·senators and congressmen are supposed to

·5· ·represent their people, not their party; they're

·6· ·supposed to represent their people.· And I do

·7· ·not feel like that's happening in this process.

·8· · · · · · I've sat through tons of these

·9· ·meetings, tons of these hearings, and I've asked

10· ·-- I've seen witnesses from across the political

11· ·spectrum, from across the state come in and ask

12· ·very simple, very reasonable, very rational

13· ·questions, and I've continued to see them get

14· ·stiff-armed the entire process.· So I am done,

15· ·Chairman Aquino.

16· · · · · · To the witness, thank you for

17· ·participating.· I appreciate your time.· I am

18· ·the son of two former high school teachers.· And

19· ·what you're doing for our youth is of the utmost

20· ·importance.· I'd like to give you my contact

21· ·information.· And if you're so willing, one of

22· ·my favorite things to do in the 54th State

23· ·Senate District is attend -- or visit some of

24· ·the high school and talk with the students, the
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·1· ·future of this state.· And if you would be so

·2· ·willing, I would appreciate the opportunity to

·3· ·visit your civics class in CPS and meet with

·4· ·your students and learn more about that, that

·5· ·area and maybe we can talk about how

·6· ·redistricting could run in the future when

·7· ·they're, hopefully, running process.· Thank you.

·8· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ:· Thank you for your time.· And I

·9· ·appreciate your time as well, Chairman Aquino.

10· ·I do know several of my student do think very

11· ·highly of your work and your legislative record.

12· · · · · · This particular issue has something to

13· ·do with an overall state matter.· But I do want

14· ·to thank you for your time.· And I would like to

15· ·commend everybody in the process and look

16· ·forward to having an additional hearing or

17· ·hearings in which, after the map is finalized,

18· ·the public and students statewide can get that

19· ·reassurance that the public servants are being

20· ·transparent.· Thank you very much for your time

21· ·and we wish you well.

22· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· I appreciate that,

23· ·Mr. Jimenez.

24· · · · · · Any further questions?· I believe
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·1· ·Vice-Chairman Sims.

·2· · · ·VICE CHAIR SIMS:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

·3· · · · · · Mr. Chairman, I feel compelled, first,

·4· ·to apologize to our witnesses and our

·5· ·participants.· Because if there is a mockery

·6· ·being made of this process, it is a mockery by

·7· ·my friends on the other side of the aisle who

·8· ·continue to try to politicize this moment.

·9· · · · · · We are here in an earnest attempt to

10· ·try to engage the public on a draft piece of

11· ·legislation.

12· · · · · · Mr. Chairman, if I might add that

13· ·you -- what you have said all along throughout

14· ·this process we would do.· Is that not right?

15· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Correct.

16· · · ·VICE CHAIR SIMS:· You have said all along

17· ·that this process, similar to any other

18· ·legislative process, we would have open hearings

19· ·with the opportunity to hear from the public

20· ·their perspective about this process.· This is

21· ·consistent with what we are doing here tonight.

22· ·Is that not correct, Mr. Chairman?

23· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· That's correct.

24· · · ·VICE CHAIR SIMS:· For us to continue to have
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·1· ·this discussion over and over again and attack

·2· ·this process where we are trying to get to

·3· ·hearing our constituents, hearing the people of

·4· ·the state of Illinois raise the issues and

·5· ·concerns that they want to talk about, for us to

·6· ·continue to have to address the same issue over

·7· ·and over and over again when we have -- when the

·8· ·questions have been asked and we have answered

·9· ·them -- Mr. Chairman, to the best of your

10· ·ability, you have answered the question over and

11· ·over again.· And I commend you for your patience

12· ·in this process.

13· · · · · · However, this does not due this process

14· ·well.· We are coming here in an earnest attempt

15· ·criticism, compliments, suggestions, we have

16· ·come in an earnest attempt to hear from the

17· ·public what they want to see in this process.

18· · · · · · You -- Mr. Chairman, again, you have

19· ·said over and over again that these are draft

20· ·maps.· Is that not correct, Mr. Chairman?

21· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· That's correct.

22· · · ·VICE CHAIR SIMS:· So this is our opportunity

23· ·and the legislative maps are no different than

24· ·any other legislation, we will come and we will
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·1· ·have public debate, we will post the legislation

·2· ·for public hearing, and there will be public

·3· ·hearings.

·4· · · · · · So I'm just -- you know, there was a

·5· ·statement made that we don't need to hear the

·6· ·public, we need to listen to them.· And I would

·7· ·challenge my friend who made that statement to

·8· ·listen to what we are saying throughout this

·9· ·process, that we continue to be committed to

10· ·transparency, we continue to be committed to a

11· ·map that reflects the diversity of our great

12· ·state, that we continue to make sure that we

13· ·want to hear from the public.

14· · · · · · And I would also challenge my friend to

15· ·suppress their urge to inject themselves into

16· ·this hearing and let's have an honest

17· ·opportunity to hear from the public what they

18· ·want to hear from this map.· Thank you,

19· ·Mr. Chairman.

20· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Thank you.· And I see no

21· ·further hands up.

22· · · · · · So, Mr. Jimenez, thank you again for

23· ·your testimony.· I appreciate your patience and

24· ·your willingness to come and testify this
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·1· ·evening to the Senate Redistricting Committee.

·2· · · ·MR. JIMENEZ.· Likewise, thank you very much.

·3· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Moving on to our next

·4· ·witness, we have Mr. Jihad Shoshara.· I believe

·5· ·I saw his screen up.· There you go.· There was a

·6· ·picture earlier and I didn't see it.

·7· · · · · · But, Mr. Shoshara, if you can say your

·8· ·name for the record.· Please indicate if you are

·9· ·providing testimony on your -- from yourself or

10· ·from an organization.· Please feel free to begin

11· ·your testimony.

12· · · ·MR. SHOSHARA:· Good evening.· My name is

13· ·Jihad Shoshara and I'm a pediatrician by

14· ·training.

15· · · · · · I am giving this testimony on behalf of

16· ·myself.· So, first, I want to thank Chairman

17· ·Aquino, Leader McConchie, and Vice-Chairman

18· ·Sims, and the rest of the members of the

19· ·Committee for hearing my testimony.

20· · · · · · I'm the president of Pediatric Health

21· ·Associates.· We are one of largest primary

22· ·pediatric practices in the state of Illinois.

23· ·We have five offices, mostly through the western

24· ·suburbs of Chicago, between Will, DuPage, and
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·1· ·Kane Counties.· We have large populations of all

·2· ·different backgrounds, ethnic backgrounds as

·3· ·well as socioeconomic backgrounds.· Even though

·4· ·it is not the largest part of our business, we

·5· ·are the largest providers of primary care

·6· ·pediatrics to Medicaid patients in DuPage

·7· ·County, larger than all the other qualified

·8· ·health ventures in the county combined.

·9· · · · · · And I speak -- I've been in practice

10· ·since 1999, and I have practiced predominantly

11· ·in two communities.· One is in the town of West

12· ·Chicago and another one is -- our main office is

13· ·in Naperville, which covers a large population,

14· ·not just Naperville but in Aurora.

15· · · · · · And I'm speaking tonight with respect

16· ·to one particular point of the map because I'm

17· ·not a map expert.· But I want to speak on behalf

18· ·of two communities that we care for, and these

19· ·are the Latino populations of the town of West

20· ·Chicago and the city of Aurora.

21· · · · · · Both of these communities we have cared

22· ·for over the time that I have been in practice,

23· ·and we have seen the challenges that they face.

24· ·They're both very similar as far as their
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·1· ·backgrounds, as far as their family relations.

·2· ·They often move from one town to the other, and

·3· ·I see -- I'll see one family starting off in one

·4· ·town and then move to my our office and I'll see

·5· ·them in the other location.

·6· · · · · · Over the past 20 years, and as probably

·7· ·everyone who knows the suburbs of Chicago knows,

·8· ·these communities have been in place for decades

·9· ·before that, it's been our experience that they

10· ·have been underrepresented as far as access to

11· ·services, access to information.· I can remember

12· ·times before All Kids where we would have to try

13· ·and help these families get access to Medicaid

14· ·care that -- even sign up for the program, that

15· ·they were entitled to just because they were not

16· ·properly serviced.

17· · · · · · We strongly feel -- or I strongly feel,

18· ·I should say, that these two communities should

19· ·be united as one community with respect to the

20· ·Senate redistricting because of the similarities

21· ·that they share, because of their proximity,

22· ·they deserve to be united and to have a voice

23· ·and representation that has been lacking for

24· ·most of their existence just as communities.
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·1· · · · · · So that is my expressed request that

·2· ·the Committee consider this.· I hope that they

·3· ·put forth the consideration with respect to

·4· ·these communities just as they do with -- just

·5· ·as you all are doing with the rest of the

·6· ·communities of the state.

·7· · · · · · That will end my testimony.· I want to

·8· ·thank you all very much for your hard work and

·9· ·effort on behalf of the State of Illinois.

10· ·Thank you.

11· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Dr. Shoshara, thank you so

12· ·much for your testimony.· I'm going to check

13· ·here if I see any of the virtual hands up.  I

14· ·apologize, bear with me for a second.

15· · · · · · I do not see any hands up at this

16· ·moment.· So I just want to, again, thank you,

17· ·Doctor, for your testimony and for the work that

18· ·you do in your community.

19· · · · · · We are going to be moving on to who, I

20· ·believe, is our last witness of the evening,

21· ·Mr. Anthony Parrino.· If Mr. Parrino is on, I do

22· ·see your screen.· If you can make sure to

23· ·un-mute yourself, state your name for the

24· ·record, and then also state if you are
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·1· ·testifying on behalf of yourself or on behalf of

·2· ·an organization.· Thank you.

·3· · · ·MR. PARRINO:· First of all, I would like to

·4· ·thank those who have made this an opportunity

·5· ·for people to speak either on their own behalf

·6· ·or representing an organization.

·7· · · · · · I'm representing myself this evening.

·8· ·And I would just like to say a few things

·9· ·because I've been following this for quite some

10· ·time as an interested resident of Illinois where

11· ·I've been here for some 48 years living here

12· ·under -- seeing many administrations, obviously

13· ·republican and democrats take the reigns and

14· ·serve the public.

15· · · · · · But I have seen something that I find

16· ·very disturbing in that it appears -- and this

17· ·is just not for the present.· But if we go back

18· ·maybe 25 years or so, that mapmaking was

19· ·basically something that was in the hands of the

20· ·incumbents to protect the interests of the

21· ·incumbents.· And that seems to have been

22· ·exacerbated even more during the last five to

23· ·ten years or even going further than that.

24· · · · · · The thing that concerns me is that the
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·1· ·public seems to be left out of all of this.· And

·2· ·this has already been recounted by the people

·3· ·who preceded me.· However, it appears to me that

·4· ·the only real way you can take the true politics

·5· ·out of this and be representative is to have an

·6· ·independent body be making these maps up with

·7· ·comment from the party leaders but to keep the

·8· ·political aspects out of it.

·9· · · · · · Now, this is not just my opinion.· It's

10· ·the opinion of many people who have been

11· ·supporting Change Illinois's mantra, that we

12· ·must have independent voices making these

13· ·suggestions to take the politics out of it.

14· · · · · · You know, we've seen maps that have

15· ·little slivers of territory that you might say

16· ·is in order to protect a party's hold on

17· ·something without recognizing that these areas

18· ·are being written intensely to underestimate

19· ·whites, browns, blacks, Latinos, Hispanics to

20· ·what their needs are.

21· · · · · · This just doesn't seem right and it's

22· ·not just the opinion of Change Illinois; it's

23· ·the opinion of the Better Government

24· ·Association, the League of Women Voters, and
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·1· ·many, many other organizations who are very,

·2· ·very intent on having a state where there is

·3· ·more fair representation.

·4· · · · · · The other thing that really saddens me,

·5· ·you know, in a post-Madigan era is that Chris

·6· ·Welch, who has come on and has basically stated

·7· ·it's going to be new day and there is not going

·8· ·to be any partisanship to this, there has never

·9· ·been to my understanding a way that this is

10· ·said, okay, this is what I'm saying and this is

11· ·what I'm doing.· There seems to be a disconnect.

12· · · · · · Governor Pritzker campaigned on

13· ·transparency and the fact that he would not get

14· ·in the way of having a fair map.· He has watered

15· ·down that to basically say I will veto a map

16· ·that's unfair.· And yet this mapping is coming

17· ·so fast, yet projected as a draft.

18· · · · · · But let's be serious here.· When you

19· ·have something that's projected as a draft and

20· ·you want to basically vote on it three hours

21· ·later with very little opportunity for

22· ·reflection, for input by other people, it just

23· ·strikes, to me, the fact that it's a partisan

24· ·game.· Now right now it seem to be a partisan
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·1· ·game for the democrats.· Thirty years ago it was

·2· ·the other way around.

·3· · · · · · You know, the key thing is when are we

·4· ·all going to basically say we have to serve the

·5· ·interests of the people, not the party, whoever

·6· ·is in?

·7· · · · · · And that's -- and I run into people

·8· ·everyday that are basically saying, as soon as

·9· ·my children are out of college, I'm leaving

10· ·Illinois.· And I said why?· They say because the

11· ·politics of it really are not showing what is

12· ·needed to be representative of the people.

13· ·That's a sad commentary.

14· · · · · · The other thing that concerns me is

15· ·there must be people on both sides of the aisle

16· ·and everybody seems to be talking about the need

17· ·for collaboration.· I mean, this is just not in

18· ·our state, this is happening in the country as

19· ·well.· But I would -- I would have more respect

20· ·for somebody saying I like the way these maps

21· ·are being written up and I go on record saying

22· ·that.· But everybody seems to be kind of hiding

23· ·in the weeds, not really playing -- you know,

24· ·playing to the fact that, hey, if I believe in
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·1· ·something, this is what I believe in and this is

·2· ·why I believe it.

·3· · · · · · More often you're seeing, what's

·4· ·happening is people are just basically saying I

·5· ·hope they don't ask me what I think about fair

·6· ·maps or independent maps being drawn up or the

·7· ·time for reflection or public input or anything

·8· ·else.· No.· You know, that's not happening.

·9· · · · · · It would appear, to me, that the only

10· ·people that are bringing this up are republicans

11· ·and they probably have a good reason for it.

12· ·You know, they feel it's been railroaded

13· ·through.

14· · · · · · And it's pretty sad commentary when you

15· ·run up against people who say I'm going to leave

16· ·the state as soon as my children out of school

17· ·because I just can't stand what has happened to

18· ·government.· It's supposed to be governance.

19· ·It's not supposed to be politics.

20· · · · · · And I would implore you to listen to

21· ·what the people at Change Illinois have

22· ·basically proposed, an independent commission to

23· ·draw up these maps.· That's the only fair way to

24· ·do it.· And to say and walk -- or waltz around
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·1· ·it or anything else is just basically showing

·2· ·that we hope we don't get too much static and

·3· ·that we can push this thing through without

·4· ·anybody really giving us too much of a

·5· ·challenge.

·6· · · · · · Well, I got to believe when you got 30

·7· ·organizations that are part of a coalition for

·8· ·Change Illinois, many of them are very stalwart

·9· ·organizations who have helped make this city and

10· ·state what it could be and what it should be,

11· ·you know, you have to listen to that.· There is

12· ·nothing partisan about it.

13· · · · · · It's just -- it's just getting

14· ·information that allows people to make informed

15· ·decisions.· And unless you do that, I think the

16· ·days of Illinois government are basically in

17· ·tremendous jeopardy, tremendous jeopardy.

18· ·Because people have to know that their

19· ·government is working in the interests of the

20· ·people, not the political party.

21· · · · · · And if we can't do that, what legacy

22· ·are we going to leave for our children?· You

23· ·must have an opinion on that.· What is it?

24· · · · · · More often, what is it of anybody who
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·1· ·is on this Committee who is drawing up these

·2· ·maps and just putting them out there as a draft,

·3· ·you know, but not making a commitment that there

·4· ·be 30 days or 60 days or 90 days or three days

·5· ·or whatever days -- you know, if you don't know,

·6· ·just basically say we don't know but we'll get

·7· ·back with a date that makes sense.

·8· · · · · · Anything that seems to be doing right

·9· ·now just seems to be under cloak and dagger, and

10· ·that really is very, very disappointing.· That's

11· ·all I have to say.· Did you hear me?

12· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Yes, sir.· I was trying to

13· ·un-mute myself, Mr. Parrino.· We heard you loud

14· ·and clear, yes, sir.

15· · · · · · I am looking.· Thank you.· Thank you

16· ·for your testimony this evening.· And because

17· ·you're the last one, especially, I want to thank

18· ·you especially for your patience and sticking

19· ·with us to provide testimony this evening to our

20· ·Committee.

21· · · · · · I see no hands up.· Actually,

22· ·apologies, I do see one.· Senator Plummer.

23· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Real briefly.· Thank you,

24· ·Mr. Chairman.
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·1· · · · · · Mr. Parrino, we heard you loud and

·2· ·clear.· I've sat through a lot of these

·3· ·hearings.· I've listened to testimony from a lot

·4· ·people.· And you and the previous witness are

·5· ·possibly two of the most sincere people.· We've

·6· ·had witnesses from all over the place that have

·7· ·done a great job.

·8· · · · · · But I think what you just said goes to

·9· ·the heart of the matter.· And probably if

10· ·everyone living in the state of Illinois could

11· ·have heard what you just said, I think you would

12· ·be -- you would have a rounding stand of

13· ·applause right now.

14· · · · · · I mean, what you just said sums up the

15· ·problems we're facing.· I'm not talking about

16· ·redistricting.· I'm talking about in state

17· ·government.· I'm talking about what we've done

18· ·to the state and harmed many families and

19· ·communities.

20· · · · · · And one reason I think why that's

21· ·happened is because of the way we do

22· ·redistricting.· We don't have competitive state

23· ·rep districts anymore.· We don't have

24· ·competitive state senate districts anymore
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·1· ·because they're not being drawn by the people.

·2· ·They're not being drawn for the people.· They're

·3· ·being drawn by the politicians for the

·4· ·politicians.

·5· · · · · · And I just want to say as a State

·6· ·Senator for the 54th State Senate District,

·7· ·thank you for being a good citizen, thank you

·8· ·for being on this call, thank you for making

·9· ·sure the voice of reason is heard by this

10· ·Committee.· And I'm sorry that your state

11· ·government is acting in this manner.· Hopefully

12· ·we can get it fixed in the future.· Thank you,

13· ·sir.

14· · · ·MR. PARRINO:· Okay.· If you can't fix it for

15· ·me, please do something to fix it for my

16· ·grandchildren.· Because, really, I'm not

17· ·affected by it anymore.· I'm 77 years old.· You

18· ·know, I'm on the downside of the slide.· But my

19· ·children and my grandchildren, they're the ones

20· ·that are going to pay a tremendous price, a

21· ·tremendous price.· And it will be a price that

22· ·cannot be paid.· Thank you for hearing me.

23· · · ·SENATOR PLUMMER:· Thank you, sir.  I

24· ·appreciate it.
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·1· · · ·CHAIRMAN AQUINO:· Thank you, Mr. Parrino.

·2· ·Again, thank you for your patience and your

·3· ·involvement in this.· We appreciate your

·4· ·testimony this evening.

·5· · · · · · I don't see any further hands.· Before

·6· ·we adjourn, I do want to say a special thank you

·7· ·to all of those that provided testimony, not

·8· ·only today, but to the nearly 30 Senate

·9· ·Redistricting Committee Hearings that we've had

10· ·for the last several months, but extra special

11· ·shout out to LIS and all their staff.· Today we

12· ·had some technical difficulties as things

13· ·happen.· That is life.

14· · · · · · But it is -- we would not be able to

15· ·get this input from throughout the entire state,

16· ·from people from the state of Illinois if it

17· ·wasn't for your help, from all the staff at LIS.

18· · · · · · And so as the Chair of this Committee,

19· ·I want to just personally thank you all on

20· ·behalf of the entire -- I believe, this is a

21· ·bipartisan thing, from the entire Committee.

22· · · · · · So with that, with no further business

23· ·to be coming before the Senate Redistricting

24· ·Committee, the Committee stands adjourned.· Have
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·1· ·a good night.· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · · · · ·(The proceedings concluded at

·3· · · · · · · · · · 9:13 p.m.)
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